
Government            The President  
 

The President of the United States is perhaps the most powerful individual in the land. He/She oversees 
all policies, both domestic and foreign, and has a tremendous impact on how well the country fairs under 
his/her leadership.  
 
As an example, we could briefly review the events that took place during the terms of one the greatest 
Presidents, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Two of his greatest challenges were rebuilding the economy from the 
period known as The Great Depression and leading the country through The Second World War.  
Every President has been faced with numerous challenges during the term(s) of their leadership. For your 
next challenge, each of you should select a different President to investigate and select an option below. 
Below are the details that outline the requirements for completing the project.  
 
Option 1 PowerPoint or Prezi with Verbal Presentation (preferred) 

Create a PowerPoint presentation that includes:  
8 slide minimum (6 sentences and 1 image/slide minimum) that includes information about your 
President and important events in their term(s) of office (conflicts/wars, condition of the economy, 
scandals, Supreme Courts cases, etc.). You may also include a biographical early history 

including: family life, education and important political achievements.   

o Please provide the full link when hyperlinking back to your web resource at the bottom of each 

slide (URL – full internet address minimum).  
Be prepared to share your Presentation with the class (to receive grade > B).  
 
Option 2 Verbal Presentation  

Create a 21/2-5 minute presentation (on note cards) that includes:  
Information about your President and important events in their term(s) of office (conflicts/wars, 
condition of the economy, scandals, Supreme Courts cases, etc.). You may also include a 
biographical early history including: family life, education and important political achievements.  

Document your sources (URL – full internet address minimum).  
 
Option 3 Paper  

Write a 3 (1050 words) page paper that includes:  
Information about your President and important events in their term(s) of office (conflicts/wars, 
condition of the economy, scandals, Supreme Courts cases, etc.). You may also include a 

biographical early history including: family life, education and important political achievements.  

Document your sources (URL – full internet address minimum).  

 
Grading  

You will be evaluated on: 1) your ability to follow directions and cooperate with others, 2) the amount 
classroom time utilized, 3) the accuracy and quality (including images) of the information provided, 4) 

your delivery to the class (option dependent).  
 
You will have several class days to complete your project. Late projects will not be accepted barring 
extraordinary circumstances once a deadline has been given (ordinary absences are not extraordinary).  
Additional information may be found at:  
 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidents 

I _______________________________________________ understand the aforementioned 
instructions, have chosen to complete my project on the following President:  

_____________________________________________________  
and agree to complete my project on or before the aforementioned deadline to the best of my 
ability.  

 
Please return this handout to the instructor upon completion. Thank you for your cooperation.  

 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidents

